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RBI Grade B DEPR: Growth + Booster Plan
Answer to Queries Received
1. If I miss a test, can I attempt it at a later date or does the test lapse?
Answer: In the schedule, we have mentioned only the release date of each test. Once a
test is released, it can be attempted at any time till its validity. Each Test is valid till next
RBI Grade B (DEPR)-Phase-I exam. For eg., Micro-1 test will be released by 23 Aug 2021,
but it can be attempted at any time (but only once) till the next DEPR exam.
2. Will there be subjective questions too, in the test?
Answer: All Questions of the Mock Tests will be objective.
3. Can I practice the tests on my iPad?
Answer: Please use only a Desktop/Laptop. Use Google Chrome browser.
4. Which Book to use for studying the topic Matrix Approach to Regression?
Answer: Some content is given in one of the Appendices of Gujarati’s Basic
Econometrics. Apart from that, Econometric Analysis by William H Greene is the
standard text book.
Another useful link: Click me
5. Will there be a doubt-clearing session after each test / Will solutions be provided for
the tests?
Answer: Solution of each question will be available in the Solutions panel of the test
portal and will remain available till next DEPR-Phase-I exam. However, if you are unable
to follow the solution to any question or if you find an error in the question/solution
(apart from any obvious typographical error), please feel free to get in touch with us.
6. Will there be separate tests for Phase-2?
Answer: As of now, our plan is to assist candidates’ preparation only for Phase-1 of the
examination.
7. How to enroll for the Growth+ Booster Plan?
Answer: Once the First Test is released, there will be an option on the e-portal to
subscribe to the Growth + Booster plan. After login > ‘Add to Cart’/ ‘Buy Now’ > Go to
Cart > Apply Coupon > Checkout > Write your address (We need to know your state to
remit GST payments to the govt suitably. Other part of the address can be mentioned in
brief. For instance, Address: Rajender Nagar, City: New Delhi, State: Delhi. NO NEED to
give detailed address like H.No./ Flat No. etc. After entering address details, click on
‘proceed’.
8. Which is the last date to enroll for the Growth + Booster plan?
Answer: You can enroll on any date before the next DEPR exam. Whenever you enroll,
you will be able to see all the tests released as on that date, in your test portal.
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